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Lance Ware: an Alvis Enthusiast 

 



Dr. Lancelot Lionel Ware OBE, born 1915 died 2000, last featured in Bulletin No 

505 for May/June 2007 in a story I wrote about a Firefly displayed in a Belgrade 

museum. This Firefly had been taken to Belgrade by Rosemary, who worked for 

the British Council and who, it turned out, was at one time Lance Ware’s 

girlfriend. He had accompanied her in the car when she took it out there.  

Lance had without doubt a brilliant mind, and by the start of the Second World 

War, after postgraduate research in maths and biochemistry, he had gained a 

PhD from Imperial College. During the war he worked for the Ministry of Defence 

at Porton and then at Boots the chemist in Nottingham. Not finding either 

congenial he turned to academic work and lectured in biochemistry at St 

Thomas’s. 

He was later involved in research under Sir. Henry Dale at the National Institute of 

Medical Research in Hampstead, and became an expert on diabetes. 

Immediately after the war he was at Oxford studying law, and in time he 

qualified as a barrister. One of his areas of expertise, not surprisingly, was patents 

and intellectual property. 

Whilst at Oxford in 1946 he and an Australian Roland Berrill whom he met by 

chance on a train decided to set up a society for gifted people, and so MENSA 

was born. Lance had already researched IQ tests when trying to find the best 

education for his younger sister, Elaine (now in her 80s and still going strong) after 

their parents died. Hitherto I knew almost nothing about MENSA, but I have found 

its objectives to be to identify and foster human intelligence for the benefit of 

humanity, to encourage research into the nature characteristics and uses of 

intelligence as well as providing a stimulating intellectual and social environment 

for members. Lance was greatly concerned about education for all children, 

including the gifted, something he was involved in politically in London and as 

governor of several schools. Today MENSA has more than 105, 000 members 

worldwide. 

So what do we know about Lance as a person? Well, Rosemary met him in 1958 

when Lance was going out with a girl she shared a flat with, but who soon left to 

be married. Rosemary obviously liked him and clearly enjoyed talking to me 

about him, but she did say that his brilliance could be very annoying, because 

he habitually corrected her errors in knowledge or language. ‘We had an 

interchange once on “efficacious” and “effective” which resulted in my 

throwing the phone down on him’. She very quickly discovered his passion for 

Alvis cars and Lance convinced Rosemary to buy a preselector Firefly saloon, 

which she did not get on with, and which she replaced with a Firefly DHC.  

Lance did not suffer fools gladly and he refused to take the driving test once 

he’d failed it, because he said the examiner was a fool. So Rosemary not only 

drove Lance about in his Alvis cars in England, but she drove all the way to 

Belgrade, taking four days after leaving on Boxing Day 1959, because Lance 

had no driving licence. But he was wonderfully helpful man and for example did 

his very best to get parts sent to Belgrade to fix the Firefly when it suffered frost 

damage. He eventually passed the driving test in middle age.  
 

It appears that Lance’s first Alvis was a 1934 Firefly Cross and Ellis DHC, 

registration AYV 913 chassis no 11535. He owned this car in 1959, so Rosemary 

probably drove it, but he kept it only a short time and we know of two other 

owners in 1960 and 1961. Lance’s widow Francesca, believes the car was 

destroyed by fire when stubble burning got out of control, which sounds very 



much like the fire that Clink’s Pump Farm suffered in which a number of cars 

were lost. Anyhow, we have no current record of this car.  

At the same time Lance had a lovely VDP Speed 20SC Sports Saloon, registration 

BYR 928 chassis no 12023, which he kept until 1968, when the present owner 

Robert Farwell bought it.  
 

He has vivid memories of picking up the car from Lance. ‘My wife and I towed 

the Sp20 from Lincolns Inn home to Ewell on a Sunday, choosing, unknown to 

ourselves, the day of the Lord Mayor’s Show. On a rope, and my wife had never 

towed or been towed before. Our old Ford 100E did it, but we broke the rope 

three times whilst we got the hang of it, even before we got to Waterloo Bridge.’ 

Bob found Lance to be very agreeable, but was disappointed when he found 

that the proper engine, ostensibly waiting for him in a north London garage, was 

incomplete and the missing head could not be found.  

Whilst enjoying these cars, and joining the AOC as member No 1623, Lance led a 

very busy (but not terribly successful) life in his profession. He also became 

involved in politics, as a Conservative on the London County Council, where 

among other things he was much involved in education. He was a governor for 

several schools and he was Chairman of the Institute of Patentees and Inventors, 

for which service he was awarded the OBE in 1983. His first flat in Lincoln’s Inn was 

described as a bit primitive, with the lavatory outside the flat, down a long 

passage.  

Perhaps the best known of his cars was the Mayfair 4.3 Saloon registration DXB 

608 chassis no 14308, which featured on the front cover of Bulletin 118 for June 

1963. Lance kept this car until the late 1980s but it was not driven for many years. 

I owned this beautiful car for 10 years from 1992 and through it became 

interested in Lance. Regrettably I did not try to find Lance before he died, 

something I suppose I can put down to a very busy job with a lot of overseas 

travel, but what a shame not to have met him. This car is one of four 4.3s 

surviving, out of nine with Mayfair bodies and it is I believe the only one presently 

on the road in the UK. Clink did quite a lot of work on it, and some of his 

correspondence is with the car. Once restored it was a lovely car with amazing 

power, excellent steering and good brakes, but with fearsome petrol 

consumption. So I went for something more in my league i.e. something I could 

look after myself, and I bought a 12/50 and sold the 4.3. 
 



 
Lance's Utility bodied Crested Eagle, registration KV 6536, later ODH 416, chassis no 10708 was 

purchased from Group Captain Shipley, AOC member No 20 and sometime editor of this Bulletin 

 

Not many people get to drive a Crested Eagle utility, but that is indeed the next 

car to talk about. Lance bought the car (registration KV 6536, later ODH 416, 

chassis no 10708) from Group Captain Shipley, AOC member No 20 and 

sometime editor of this Bulletin. Edwin Shipley had taken off the original body 

and had the utility body built, as well as having other things attended to, which 

he recorded in a story, headed ‘Heresy’, written for The Veteran and Vintage 

magazine in April 1959. The essence was that he wanted a large car to stow a lot 

of his belongings and which would tow a caravan, something he needed as he 

was frequently posted to different RAF station in the UK. He also wanted a car 

manufactured by somebody who still cared for their pre-war cars and supplied 

spares, and Alvis met that requirement very well. Lance bought the car in the 

early 60s and by 1967 it was in the condition shown in the accompanying photo 

taken in 1967 by Julian Collins at Clinks premises. This car has long been lost to 

the club’s records and it is likely that it was scrapped. 

Readers by now will have come to understand that Lance’s ownership of these 

four cars overlapped. He kept them variously at Lincolns Inn, at the lovely Queen 

Anne house at Leith Hill which he borrowed from a friend, and at a garage in 

Great Bookham in Surrey. Unfortunately Lance was not one for keeping records 

so there are no papers of his that can be inspected to find more photos and 

more information. 

In the late 1970s Lance, in his capacity as a school governor, approached the 

Charities Commision for advice on how to prevent the school being forced to 

become a comprehensive. His advisor turned out to be Francesca Quint, also a 

barrister, who continues today to specialise in charity law. Francesca was much 

younger than Lance, who had remained a bachelor, but Lance and Francesca 



were married in 1980, when Lance was 66. They lived in his (second) flat in 

Lincoln’s Inn which was also pretty basic, with old-fashioned geysers and no 

central heating, something that was quickly fixed. The large living room had two 

grand pianos in it and many books. Lance ordered the books on the shelves 

according to height, so that the tallest were at the left and right and the shortest 

in the middle. The result was that he did not always know what he had, and 

several copies of some books were collected. 

Francesca’s life with Lance was a lot of fun: he knew a lot about many different 

subjects and was very witty and they laughed a lot. He remained impatient with 

slow witted people, or those who held different opinions from himself (where 

have I heard that before?). He loved talking to people but he has left little 

written work. During this period his interests remained very wide, he frequently 

travelled to overseas MENSA gatherings, he loved meetings of the Royal Asiatic 

Society and he visited China for an intellectual property conference. He 

became a member of the Athenaeum in 1983 and enjoyed attending talks there 

with Francesca. 

Utility bodied TA14 NRE912, now with Richard Williamson. 

 

The non working 4.3 stayed in the garage until the late 80s. When Lance and 

Francesca were married Lance owned two TA 14s. The first, a Mulliner saloon 

registration KAR 551 (now CSU637) no 22510, survives in pretty good condition 

and in April 2010 was for sale on Ebay. 

The second, a shooting brake registration NRE 912, no 20977 is also with us, in the 

safe hands of Richard Williamson. He bought the car from Lance on 12th August 

1981 with a very poor engine, which he replaced. Richard remembers Lance 

being quite animated whilst driving up a long straight and saying ‘The open road 

Francesca, the open road!’ Richard uses this very reliable car every day, and not 

long ago he found out who made the body. One day in 2007 he found waiting 



beside the car in the car park at Goodwood the body builder’s grandson, who 

at the age of 15 had made an excellent scale model of the car his grandfather, 

Thomas William Marshall, had built in ca 1963. NRE 912 had probably been built 

as a utility in 1947, but by the early 60s that body had rotted away, hence 

Thomas Marshall’s new body. 

Which brings us to the end of this story. Lance died suddenly in a nursing home in 

2000 and his death was recorded in a Times obituary. This mentions, in addition to 

his high profile MENSA and other activities, his “collection of useful bits of wood” 

which arose from his eccentric habit of inspecting skips he passed in late night 

rambles and taking home any nice pieces of wood he came across (which of us 

has not done that?). Francesca reports that after his death she had a lot of 

wood and over a thousand books to find new homes for.  

 

Not many people have had so many and such a wide variety of cars, 

particularly those who lead very busy lives in central London. He was clearly very 

fond of his Alvis cars and enjoyed the company of fellow-enthusiasts. On one 

occasion he was pulled over by the police for driving erratically at night, and 

had to explain that he was avoiding potholes.  

On another occasion he told Francesca the advice another member of the Alvis 

Owner Club used to give: if your girlfriend doesn’t like your car, change your 

girlfriend! He clearly could be a pretty exasperating fellow, but the affection 

expressed by Rosemary, and Francesca’s love and appreciation of the fun and 

the life they had together, even though there was a large age gap, tell us of a 

very unusual character who owned at least six Alvis cars in his lifetime. Maybe 

members can tell me that he owned others: I would not be surprised. 
 

 
Perhaps the best known of Lance's was the Mayfair 4.3 Saloon registration DXB 608 chassis no 14308, 

which featured on the front cover of Bulletin 118 for June 1963 

 
Many thanks to Rosemary, Francesca, David Culshaw, Wayne Brooks, Richard Williamson and Rob 

Farwell for the enormous help they have given me in preparing this story, and apologies to any others I 

have not remembered to mention. 


